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Skills & Interests

Research Skills
Qualitative Methods

Languages
Polish, French, English

Expertise
Knowledge Management, Innovation, Creativity, Safety Leadership

International Interests
(Eastern and Central) Europe

Qualification
Scholarly Academic

Academic Degrees
Master University of Nice - Sophia Antipolis, 1993.

Work Experience
Associate Professor in Management, SKEMA Business School (2001 - Present), Sophia Antipolis, France.
Assistant Professor in Management, Institut Universitaire de Technologie, University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis (1996 - 1998), Cannes-la-Bocca, France.
Assistant Professor in Management, Euro-American Institute of Technology (1993 - 1996), Sophia Antipolis, France.

Intellectual contributions

Articles in Journals


**Articles in Proceedings**


**Chapters, Cases, Readings, Supplements**


Conference Presentations


KAMINSKA, R. & Idjéraoui-Ravez, L. (2017). Emergence of the Creative 'Middleground': the case of the Côte d'Azur region in the South of France. EGOS (European Group for Organization Studies), Copenhagen, Denmark.


**Research Reports**

2017: KAMINSKA, R., Reporting on the research on "remote work performance" performed at SBM Offshore., submitted to SBM Offshore Monaco HRM.

**Other Research**

2018: KAMINSKA, R., Strategic Adaptation: an evolutionary perspective. [Basic or Discovery Scholarship]

2017: KAMINSKA, R., Figure, représentation et créativité. [Not an IC]

2017: KAMINSKA, R., & DANG, R., SPIRITS. [Not an IC]

2016: KAMINSKA, R., Nouvelles dynamiques créatives en Côte d'Azur. [Not an IC]

2016: KAMINSKA, R., & Lazaric & Co, N., SMART Campus. [Not an IC]

**Professional Service**

**Academic Conference: Discussant/Moderator/Panelist**

2017: EGOS (European Group for Organization Studies), Copenhagen, Denmark (International).

**Chair: Conference / Track / Program**

2017: EGOS (European Group for Organization Studies), Copenhagen, Denmark (International).